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e-mails from Palestine (1) (first performance)! David Ward
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This is a brilliant piece. I found it effective, engaging and it's all accessible - writes Anthony Sayer, cellist and longest
serving member of the BBC Scottish Symphony Orchestra, on listening to a recording of the first performance.

e-mails from Palestine (1) was Commissioned by Woodend Arts Association with support from Creative
Scotland to be performed by Emily White and Steve Bingham at the opening of Jane Frere’s exhibition In
the Shadow of the Wall as part of sound, North East Scotland’s festival of new music.

Another performance took place in a concert on Friday 13 May 2011 at St Giles Church, Castle Street,
Cambridge. Soprano Deborah Fink joined Emily and Steve to perform the vocals, with Emily and Steve
playing the same instruments as before. Jane Frere provided a sequence of projections to accompany her
recorded voice in the final section of the piece.

e-mails from Palestine (1) was written as a response to e-mails which David Ward received from Scottish
artist Jane Frere while she was in the Middle East preparing her art installation The Return of the Soul
during 2007 and 2008.
The fragments of text which are sung or intoned were selected for their vivid descriptions and strength of
feeling. The moods range from the harrowing to the humorous, and there is no attempt to create a continuous
verbal narrative. Indeed the two longest fragments deal with events which have no direct connection. No
attempt has been made to edit these fragments retrospectively in the light of later events or experiences: they
are as they were received, in all their vividness.
Jane’s recorded voice, reading her recent thoughts on the separation wall, is to be heard for about 90 seconds
before the coda.
Words Sung or Intoned by Emily White
The wall is horrendous, you can’t imagine how ugly and oppressive. How it snakes around trees and gardens.
My blond hair helps with the check-points. They are bloody children on these check-points, eighteen years
old (bloody children). They make families strip naked.
Workshops in Ramallah: we are making hundreds and hundreds of wax figures!…!…!and in Qalandiya
refugee camp.
Nahr al-Bared! Journalists are forbidden to go here, no cameras are allowed to enter. People cannot go in
without a pass, I applied with UN credentials and smuggled in a camera. I had three people looking out for
checkpoints, soldiers, surveillance cameras. Extraordinary photos to be taken, but if caught, immediate
imprisonment for all of us in the group. Nahr al-Bared! No-one knows of this devastation and no-one knows
how the Lebanese army obliterated this camp. I have many, many stories, stories about Nahr al-Bared.
One thousand nine hundred and fifty small white and very active figures are starting to shout and bang from
within their boxes. It used to be the occasional bout of whispering, a rustle of crisp tissue, a wire scratching
against the sides, indiscernible sounds against the back-drop of Jerusalem sirens and the muezzin’s call for
prayer. It was the Lebanese box that got them all started. After their historic entry across the Jordan valley
and into the Holy City, I kept guard over them in my bedroom. Then the trouble started. The figures made
sleeping quite impossible. They rattled at the lock, scratched their wiry bodies against the rough hewn wood,
started to shout abuse at me for keeping them away from their fellow kith and kin. Clearly impatient having
been forbidden entry for nearly sixty years they wanted to see the others, exchange their tales of exile. I
who’d brought them over was getting in their way. It was the Lebanese box that got them all started.
The wall is horrendous!
Nahr al-Bared!
Jane’s Spoken Words
“What is the colour of tears?”
“Pale lilac,” he replied.
Ah! but I collect tears from behind the wall. These are not tears of pale lilac, they are tinged with scarlet and
burnt sienna, like the last droplets from a rusty pipe; they are tears that are crystallized with too much
passing time; they are tears that are turned to dust in cavernous sockets that once looked out over the
horizon.
The wall has eradicated the horizon. It has erased the vanishing point, beyond which lay piles of forgotten
resolutions and broken promises; but at least there were fragments of hope. A space with no horizon is one of
incarceration, removing even possibility.
The wall is like a giant monster in a children’s fairy tale, as it snakes its way across this biblical patch of
sacred earth, shredding the ancient roots of the olive trees, its poisonous bile seeping into the souls of the
indigenous folk who planted them. It is a violation against humanity.
The wall is horrendous, and the colour of the tears that run down its concrete face is black, mixed with the
colours of rage and confrontation; with the colours of humiliation and fear; with the colours of protest and
despair; but within the darkest colour of all, is brewing the colour of revenge.

